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In strong plasmon–exciton coupling, a surface plasmon mode is coupled to an array of localized emitters
to yield new hybrid light–matter states ( plexcitons), whose properties may in principle be controlled via
modiﬁcation of the arrangement of emitters. We show that plasmon modes are strongly coupled to synthetic light-harvesting maquette proteins, and that the coupling can be controlled via alteration of the
protein structure. For maquettes with a single chlorin binding site, the exciton energy (2.06 ± 0.07 eV) is
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close to the expected energy of the Qy transition. However, for maquettes containing two chlorin binding
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sites that are collinear in the ﬁeld direction, an exciton energy of 2.20 ± 0.01 eV is obtained, intermediate
between the energies of the Qx and Qy transitions of the chlorin. This observation is attributed to strong
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coupling of the LSPR to an H-dimer state not observed under weak coupling.

Introduction
Surface plasmons are collective excitations of surface electrons
that may be coupled to incident electromagnetic radiation.
Nanostructured noble metals give rise to strong plasmon
absorptions, known as localized surface plasmon resonances
(LSPRs), which may dominate their optical properties.1–7
Adsorption of biomolecules at the metal surface may lead to a
shift in the LSPR energy, which can be exploited in biosensing
applications.7,8 LSPRs may also couple to other metal nanoparticles, causing a shift in the position of the plasmon band
in an extinction spectrum, or to optically active molecules,7–12
leading to an enhancement of the cross-sections for spectroscopic transitions13,14 Recently, however, there has been a
great deal of interest in a very diﬀerent kind of phenomenon:
strong plasmon–exciton coupling, in which a delocalized electromagnetic mode supported at a metal surface is coupled
a
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with localized emitters15 to yield new hybrid states (“plexcitons”) via a linear combination of the plasmon and exciton
states.15 These new states, above and below the energy of the
plasmon mode, manifested as a splitting of the plasmon band
in the extinction spectrum. Strong coupling has been reported
in a variety of types of system, including ones based on dye
molecules,16–18 J-aggregates19–27 and quantum dots.15
In strong plasmon–exciton coupling there is fast, coherent
exchange of energy between the metal and the emitters.15,28
Importantly, it is a collective phenomenon – the LSPR couples
to an array of emitters and the Rabi splitting energy depends
on their concentration. An expected consequence of this is
that spatially remote emitters may be coherent,28 leading to
the possibility of exploiting strong plasmon–exciton coupling
to achieve long-distance energy transfer or to create optical
alloys by the coupling of diﬀerent kinds of emitters. Such properties might have widespread applications, including
quantum communications, quantum computing and solar
energy capture. To explore these phenomena systematically, it
would be valuable to have a means by which emitters could be
organized in three dimensions within the plasmon mode. The
present study examines the feasibility of using synthetic proteins to achieve this. Proteins are attractive for such fundamental studies because they have precisely defined structures that
oﬀer, in principle, control of both the density and orientation
of binding sites for optically active ligands.
Photosynthetic antenna complexes capture sunlight with
extraordinary eﬃciency, and funnel energy into reaction
centres to drive the formation of charge-separated states.29 In
purple bacteria and chloroplasts, the capture of photons leads
to the formation of excitons that are delocalized across a
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number of pigment molecules within a complex via coherent
electronic coupling;30–34 these excitons are then transferred
between complexes in a sequence of Förster resonance energy
transfer (FRET) steps before arriving at a reaction centre.35–38
These phenomena are important fundamentally for our understanding of photosynthesis, and there have been hopes that
studies of biological light harvesting might also inform the
design of synthetic photonic devices and materials.38 This has
prompted intensive spectroscopic investigation of light harvesting complexes (LHCs).14,32,33,39–41 Central to this endeavour
is the task of understanding how these molecules orchestrate
sequences of energy transfer steps. However, the majority of
published work has focused on naturally occurring molecules.
This restricts the range of hypotheses that may be tested
experimentally.
Genetic engineering of light-harvesting proteins has been
used to explore a wider range of questions.42,43 Systematic variation of their pigment composition44 or the introduction of
new functional units allow hypotheses about energy transfer to
be tested.45 Alternatively measurements may be made on synthetic structures designed to replicate specific elements of
photosynthetic mechanisms, for example DNA origami lightharvesting structures.46 To be able to address a broader range
of fundamental questions, it would be useful to design de novo
light-harvesting complexes in which, for example, the juxtaposition of pigment molecules could be controlled. Maquettes
are synthetic proteins that consist of α-helical bundles that
may be designed from scratch to incorporate cofactors that
convey specific functions.47–52 They are designed from first
principles, with minimal reference to natural protein
sequences. They provide an ideal platform with which to
address fundamental questions about the relationship
between biological structure and function. The structures of a
wide range of maquettes and their ligand binding sites have
been determined by X-ray crystallography and other techniques, confirming that these de novo proteins can be
designed with high precision.53 Recently the design of
maquette light-harvesting complexes has been described.54
These proteins consist of four α-helices, in a single sequence,
that self-assemble to form a bundle that encloses histidine
binding sites that are able to bind to a variety of ligands
including tetrapyrroles (Fig. 1a).54
Recently we described the strong coupling of LSPRs to
excitons in light-harvesting proteins. We demonstrated that for
LHCs from purple bacteria the plasmon–exciton system was
well modelled using coupled harmonic oscillators, and was
sensitive to changes in the pigment complement of the complexes.55 Here we describe a detailed investigation of strong
coupling of LSPRs to two tetrahelical BT6 maquette proteins
containing either one or two synthetic chlorins. The structures
of these proteins may be selected ab initio to determine
the precise presentation of pigment molecules within the
plasmon mode, but their absorption spectra in solution are
indistinguishable. We show that for BT6 maquettes containing
two synthetic SE369 chlorins (1)56 placed in an approximately
collinear arrangement in the field direction (Fig. 1a), the LSPR
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagrams showing the structure of BT6 maquettes,
and the location of the two chlorins. (b) Schematic diagram showing the
method used to site-speciﬁcally bind maquettes to gold nanostructures.

is hybridized with a state intermediate in energy between the
chlorin Qx and Qy transitions. In contrast, the calculated
exciton energy for a one-chlorin maquette is close to that of
the chlorin Qy transition. We propose that the data are best
explained by coupling to a H-dimer state in the two-chlorin
maquette, illustrating how protein structure may be designed
in order to control the properties of the strongly coupled
system and achieve coupling to states not observed under
weak coupling.

Results and discussion
Attachment of maquettes to surfaces
Arrays of disc-shaped gold nanostructures covering cm2
regions were fabricated as described in detail previously.57
Fig. 1b shows the procedure used to immobilize His6-tagged
BT6 maquettes at the surfaces of the gold nanostructures.
After adsorption of aminoundecanethiol (AUT), an aldehydeterminated surface was produced by reaction with glutaraldehyde (GA), and then coupled to N-(5-amino-1-carboxypentyl)
iminodiacetic acid to yield a nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) functionalized film. This was complexed with Ni2+ to enable sitespecific binding of His6-tagged BT6 maquettes. The surface
modification process was investigated by using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ESI†) to characterize model reactions

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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carried out on continuous gold films (expected to have identical surface chemistry to the nanostructured materials), and to
confirm the eﬃcacy of the procedures used.
Ellipsometry was used to determine the eﬃcacy of attachment of BT6 maquettes containing two SE369 chlorins (henceforth BT6-SE3692). These proteins are structurally identical
to the one-chlorin maquettes, save for the presence of two
internal chlorin binding sites rather than one, and both
molecules coordinate to the surface via the same His-tag, so
their surface attachment kinetics are expected to be identical.
Table 1 shows the thicknesses determined after each stage of
the process. After attachment of the maquette to the NTAfunctionalized surface, an increase in thickness of 4.15 nm
was observed. X-ray diﬀraction indicates that BT6 maquettes
have dimensions of 4 nm ( parallel to the α-helices) × 2 nm
( perpendicular to the α-helices). The increase in thickness
measured after attachment of maquettes to the surface is
thus consistent with the formation of a close-packed layer in
which their long axes are perpendicular to the surface. After
measurement of the thickness of the maquette layer, the
samples were treated with imidazole, which disrupts the
interaction between the His tag and NTA/Ni2+. The fraction of
maquettes removed from the surface was found to be ∼98%,
confirming that attachment was predominantly via sitespecific binding to the surface.
The kinetics of maquette adsorption was studied using
total internal reflection ellipsometry58 to measure the thickness of the adsorbed layer for unpatterned, polycrystalline
gold films that had been immersed in a 500 nM solution of
the maquette in buﬀer solution (Fig. 2). The surface chemistry
of the polycrystalline films is expected to be indistinguishable
from that of the gold nanostructures used to make plasmonic
measurements, so they are a good model for the adsorption
processes involved in the functionalization of gold nanostructures with maquettes. Ellipsometry is a well-established
tool for the measurement of protein adsorption;59 the mean
thickness is found to be proportional to the amount of
adsorbed protein. The thickness increased rapidly at first, then
more slowly, reaching a limiting value of ∼4.3 nm after a time
of 40 min, consistent with the adsorption of maquettes to
form a monolayer with a limiting coverage of θ = 1 in which
the α-helices are aligned perpendicular to the gold surface.
The behaviour was consistent with Langmuir-type adsorption,
in which the surface coverage saturates at 1 monolayer, equivalent to ∼2.5 × 1017 m−2.

Table 1 Ellipsometric ﬁlm thickness following successive surface
modiﬁcation steps (relative to clean gold)

Surface modification

Thickness/nm

Clean gold
+11-amino-1-undecanethiol
+Glutaraldehyde
+N-(5-amino-1-carboxypentyl) iminodiacetic acid
+Maquette BT6 SE369
After incubation with imidazole

—
1.09 ± 0.14
1.59 ± 0.11
2.08 ± 0.10
6.23 ± 0.25
2.13 ± 0.18

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

Fig. 2 Ellipsometric thickness of the maquette ﬁlm as a function of the
time of immersion of NTA/Ni2+ functionalized gold ﬁlms in a 500 nM
solution of BT6-SE3692 in buﬀer.

Extinction spectra of two-chlorin maquettes
Spectroscopic measurements were made using a spectrophotometer on samples of the two-chlorin maquette in solution and
on arrays of gold nanostructures on glass slides to which the
maquettes had been attached. In the solution-phase absorption spectrum of BT6-SE3692 (Fig. 3a, purple trace) the Qy transition yields a peak at 620 nm (2.0 eV), with two smaller features at slightly higher energy due to vibronic coupling. The
feature at 620 nm corresponds to the lowest energy (0,0) transition. The Qx transition gives rise to a small feature at 522 nm
(2.4 eV), and a strong Soret peak is observed at 414 nm (3.0
eV). These values are close to those reported previously by
Aravindu et al. for SE369 in solution (615 and 407 nm, respectively, for the Qy and Soret transitions, with a very weak feature
at 516 nm due to the Qx transition).56
Fig. 3a also shows an extinction spectrum of a clean array
of gold nanostructures with height of 13 ± 1.5 nm and diameter 113 ± 23 nm at a pitch of 223 ± 13 nm (blue trace). A
strong feature corresponding to the LSPR is observed at 2.04 eV
(608 nm). After attachment of a monolayer of His6-tagged BT6SE3692 maquettes to the array of gold nanostructures, the
extinction spectrum is observed to change dramatically
(Fig. 3a, red trace). The LSPR peak is split in an asymmetric
fashion, to yield a large, broad feature at 1.88 eV (661 nm) and
a smaller, narrower feature at 2.24 eV (553 nm). This type of
splitting closely resembles that reported in our previous study
of strong coupling of LSPRs to excitons in bacterial light-harvesting complexes,55 and is characteristic of an asymmetric
Fano-type resonance between two oscillators with diﬀerent
linewidths, one broad (the LSPR) and one narrow (the
maquette exciton).60 The two bands that result correspond to
the two new states produced by hybridization of the LSPR and
exciton states. The data in Fig. 3a thus indicate that the
maquettes are strongly coupled to the LSPR associated with
the gold nanostructures.
To test this hypothesis, measurements were made for
BT6-SE3692 maquettes coupled to a series of samples with
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Fig. 3 (a) Normalized extinction spectra of BT6-SE3692 maquettes in buﬀer solution ( purple), clean gold nanostructures (blue) and gold nanostructures after attachment of BT6 maquettes with fractional coverages of 0.27 (green) and 1.00 (red). (b) Measured extinction spectrum (red
symbols) and calculated spectrum obtained using the coupled harmonic oscillator model (black line) for a monolayer of BT6-SE3692. (c) Variation in
the exciton energy (triangles) and scaled coupling energy (circles) as a function of the LSPR energy for a monolayer of BT6-SE3692 attached to gold
nanostructures. (d) Variation in the scaled coupling energy as a function of the fractional surface coverage θ of BT6-SE3692.

varying LSPR energies ELSPR. The energies of the upper and
lower polariton branches of the coupled system were determined from the spectra, and are plotted in Fig. 4. Dispersion
curves were fitted using the relationship:61
UB;LB
Eplexiton
ðℏωLSPR Þ ¼

ℏωLSPR þ ℏωmol
2
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
ðℏΩR Þ2 þ ðℏωLSPR  ℏωmol Þ2
+
2

ð1Þ

where ħωLSPR and ħωmol are the energies of the uncoupled
LSPR and exciton, and ħΩR is the Rabi splitting, the separation
between the upper (UB) and lower (LB) polariton branches at
resonance (ωLSPR = ωmol ). From the fits to the data shown in
Fig. 4, ħΩR was determined to be 0.31 eV. This allows us to test
whether the systems studied here are in the strong coupling
regime. A number of criteria have been used to define the
threshold for strong plasmon–exciton coupling; these are
order-of-magnitude criteria and may not always be met,15 for
example when one of the coupled modes is much narrower
than the other (as is the case here). One widely used measure
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
is ℏΩR  γ mol γ LSPR , where γLSPR and γmol are the linewidths of
the uncoupled LSPR and exciton states. In the present case,
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Fig. 4 Dispersion curves for the plexcitonic states determined from
experimental data (circles and squares) together with curves ﬁtted using
eqn (1).

γLSPR ∼ 0.6 eV and γmol ∼ 0.1 eV, hence the Rabi splitting
should be greater than 0.24 eV, a condition that is satisfied
here. Another criterion15 is that the Rabi splitting is greater

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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than (γLSPR − γmol )/2, which has the value 0.25 eV, again satisfied by the data in Fig. 4.
A strong feature is also observed at ∼2.8 eV (440 nm) in
Fig. 3. The origin of this feature is not clear; its position
appears to be independent of the nature of the protein, and
similar features were observed in our previous study of
bacterial LHCs.55 This 2.8 eV feature also lies at too high an
energy to have been produced by plasmon–exciton coupling,
so it appears to be unrelated to the splitting observed between
1.77 and 2.48 eV in the spectra in Fig. 3a.
Modelling
The system was modelled as two coupled harmonic oscillators,
using the methods described in our previous work for bacterial
light harvesting complexes.55 Fig. 3b shows an experimental
spectrum (red symbols), together with a calculated spectrum
(black line). A good fit was obtained. The data were examined
further by obtaining the coupling constant for the system. In
the coupled harmonic oscillator model, the coupling constant
g has the dimensions of frequency squared. At resonance, the
oscillators have the frequency ω and the splitting between the
normal modes is ∼g/ω. When scaled to be expressed in units
of energy, the coupling constant is G and the coupling energy
(equal to the splitting between the normal modes) is EC =
G/ELSPR, where ELSPR is the energy of the LSPR. Fig. 3c shows
the variation in EC with ELSPR for seven diﬀerent arrays of gold
nanostructures (red circles). For each sample, the extinction
spectrum was acquired after immobilization of BT6-SE3692
maquettes and fitted using the coupled harmonic oscillator
model. Good fits were obtained for all of the samples. The
mean coupling energy determined from the fitting was 0.27 ±
0.04 eV, close to the value determined from Fig. 4.
In the strong coupling regime a surface plasmon mode is
coupled to an array of emitters; the density of dipoles in this
array should thus influence the coupling energy. According to
the microscopic theory,15,17,62
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
μ2 Emol 2 N
EC 
ð2Þ
ε0 εb ELSPR VLSPR
where μ is the transition dipole moment associated with each
of the N dipoles within the LSPR mode volume VLSPR, ε0 is
the permittivity of free space, εb is the relative permittivity of
the background medium (in our case one, the medium is air,
with only an ultrathin protein layer). Hence the coupling
energy should vary with the square root of the density of
dipoles within the plasmon mode volume, which we estimated
previously to extend up to 35 nm from the gold surface.55
For a layer of adsorbed maquettes, the density of transition
dipole moments is determined by the fractional coverage θ,
where θ = 1 corresponds to monolayer coverage.pThus
the coupﬃﬃﬃ
ling energy is expected to vary as a function of θ. The adsorption curve for BT6-SE3692 (ESI†) was used to prepare arrays of
nanostructures with variable fractional coverages of protein.
Arrays of nanostructures were prepared, derivatized with NTA/
Ni2+ and immersed in a solution of maquettes in buﬀer for
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varying periods of time to achieve controlled diﬀerences in
fractional coverage. Fig. 3a shows qualitatively that the coupling varied with fractional coverage. Three extinction spectra
were all acquired for the same array of gold nanostructures.
After deposition of the monolayer sample (red trace), the
sample was cleaned using piranha solution to remove all molecular adsorbates. The clean array was characterized to ensure
that the extinction spectrum was unchanged, then functionalized to yield an NTA/Ni2+ termination. The green trace in
Fig. 3a was then acquired at a fractional coverage of 0.27. At
this partial coverage, plasmon–exciton coupling occurs, but
the system is not strictly in the strong coupling regime. The
upper polariton branch appears as a shoulder on the lower
polariton branch.
Spectra were fitted using the coupled harmonic oscillator
model to yield the coupling constant for the system. The
scaled coupling energy, EC = G/ELSPR, is shown as a function of
the square root of the fractional coverage in Fig. 3d. It is clear
that the relationship between the coupling energy and θ is
linear, as expected from eqn (2).
It is important to note that piranha solution is a very strong
oxidizing agent, and when it is used for repeated cleaning of
nanostructures, they can undergo degradation. Extensive repetition of measurements using the same sample is thus
diﬃcult and error bars cannot be fitted to the data. However,
repetition of the experiments described above using a diﬀerent
sample yielded extinction spectra that exhibited similar qualitative changes, and when modelled, these
pﬃﬃﬃ spectra also yielded
a linear relationship between EC and θ. It is significant that
while the coupling energy yielded the expected dependence
upon the density of dipoles, the exciton energy Emol for these
experiments yielded a mean value of 2.20 ± 0.01 eV, in exact
agreement with the results presented in Fig. 3b.
Chlorin coupling
Fig. 3c also shows the exciton energy BT6-SE3692 as a function
of Emol, also obtained from fitting the spectra (blue triangles).
As expected, Emol remains constant as ELSPR is varied. The
mean value of Emol was 2.20 ± 0.01 eV, intermediate between
the energies of the Qy (2.0 eV) and Qx (2.4 eV) transitions. In
our previous study of bacterial light-harvesting complexes, the
values for the exciton energies determined using the coupled
harmonic oscillator model were very close to the values of
known transitions, either the carotenoid S2 transition or the
bacteriochlorophyll Qx transition. The value obtained for Emol
for BT6-SE3692 using the same model is not equal to the
energy of either the Qy or the Qx transition.
The most reasonable explanation is that the transition
dipole moments of the chlorins in BT6-SE3692 are coupled.
Although the Qy transition is very much more intense than the
Qx transition in SE369 (Fig. 3a, purple trace), and the Qx transition is significantly further in energy from the LSPR than the
Qy transition, it is not possible to determine a priori whether
the coupled state corresponding corresponds to a type of
J-dimer (red shifted coupled Qx transitions) or to a type of
H-dimer (blue-shifted coupled Qy transitions)63 in the strongly
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Fig. 5 (a) Possible alignment of pairs of SE369 chlorins in maquettes.
The blue arrow represents the Qy transition dipole moment, and the red
arrow the direction of the ﬁeld associated with the surface plasmon
mode. (b) Possible coupling schemes for chlorin dimers.

coupled plasmon–exciton system. Such conventional coupling
schemes may represent a rather simplistic approximation to
the type of coupling in our system consisting of a large
number of emitters and strong plasmonic fields. However,
they provide a means to explore the coupling quantitatively.
SE369 is an amphiphilic chlorin, with a polar pyridinium salt
conferring hydrophilicity at one end of the molecule. The
chlorin coordinates to the His site via the tetrapyrrole ring,
while the pyridinium end of the molecule is located near to
the hydrophilic outer surface of the protein. Fig. 5 shows a
possible alignment of the chlorins and the orientation of the
Qy transition dipole moment. It is clear that a small change in
orientation of the chlorins could lead to the possibility of
either J- or H-coupling for either the Qy or the Qx transition.
Coupling of transition dipole moments in tetrapyrroles has
been widely reported. For example, Shoji et al. report a red
shift equivalent to ∼0.23 eV in π-stacked assemblies of bacteriochlorophylls,64 while Furumaki et al. reported a shift of
∼0.17 eV.65 The shift observed here (∼0.2 eV) is similar.
However, the separation between the chlorins in BT6-SE3692 is
∼2 nm. At this distance, dipole coupling is expected to be
weaker, and the solution-phase absorption spectrum shows no
evidence of such coupling (i.e. the spectrum is similar to that
observed for the chlorin alone). In solution the excitation is
incoherent and the interaction is not expected to be strong at
the relatively large separation of 2 nm. In a recent study,
Kodali et al. described incoherent coupling in maquettes that
incorporate diﬀerent pigments, demonstrating that dipole
coupling is possible in these molecules, albeit weakly in the
solution phase.54 However, in strong plasmon–exciton coupling, there is coherent energy exchange between the surface
plasmon and the emitters.15,28,66 It is possible that coupled
emitter states that are not observed under weak coupling
become visible when strongly coupled to the plasmonic
resonance.
Comparative investigation of a one-chlorin maquette
To test the hypothesis that transition dipole moments are
coupled in BT6-SE3692, measurements were made using a
variant of BT6 containing only a single chlorin binding site
(BT6-SE3691). The solution-phase spectrum of this maquette
(Fig. 6a, purple trace) is indistinguishable from that of BT6-
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Fig. 6 (a) Extinction spectra of BT6-SE3691 maquettes in buﬀer solution ( purple) and of an array of gold nanostructures before (black) and
after attachment of monolayers of BT6-SE3691 (red) and BT6-SE3692
(blue). (b) Measured extinction spectrum (red symbols) and calculated
spectrum obtained using the coupled harmonic oscillator model (black
line) for a monolayer of BT6-SE3691. (c) Variation in the exciton energy
(triangles) and scaled coupling energy (circles) as a function of the LSPR
energy for a monolayer of BT6-SE3691 attached to gold nanostructures.

SE3692. Monolayers of the His-tagged protein were formed by
attachment to NTA/Ni2+ terminated SAMs. Ellipsometry confirmed that, as expected, the kinetics of adsorption were
similar to those of BT6-SE3692. A thickness of ∼4.5 nm was
measured for a protein monolayer attached to a polycrystalline
gold film, close to the value measured for BT6-SE3692, confirming that in both cases the protein was oriented with its
long axis perpendicular to the metal surface.
Fig. 6a shows an extinction spectrum of an array of gold
nanostructures before (black) and after attachment of BT6-

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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SE3691 (red) and BT6-SE3692 (blue). It is immediately clear
that the separation between the upper and lower polariton
branches is reduced for the single-chlorin maquette. This indicates a substantial diﬀerence in the plasmon–exciton coupling
for these two proteins, which have indistinguishable absorption spectra in solution. The extinction spectrum for the
sample derivatized with the one-chlorin maquette was fitted
using our coupled harmonic oscillator model (Fig. 6b). A good
fit was obtained. The coupling energy was found to be
reduced. For a group of 11 diﬀerent arrays, a mean coupling
energy of 0.11 eV was obtained, confirming that for the onechlorin maquette, in contrast to the two-chlorin maquette, the
system approaches the strong coupling regime but may not be
said to be strongly coupled.
Measurements were made on a series of diﬀerent arrays
after attachment of BT6-SE3691. The spectra were modelled,
and the exciton energies and coupling energies were determined (Fig. 6c). The mean value of the exciton energy for these
samples was 2.06 ± 0.07 eV, significantly diﬀerent from the
value obtained for the two-chlorin maquette, and close to the
energy of the Qy transition. This supports the hypothesis that
the larger exciton energy calculated for BT6-SE3692 was due to
the formation of a coupled state in that molecule.
From the microscopic
theory of strong coupling it is known
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
that EC / μEmol N=V . The values of EC and the exciton energy
Emol are obtained from the fitting of extinction spectra. If the
LSPR couples to individual chlorin dipoles in a monolayer of
one-chlorin maquettes, and to chlorin
dimers
in a monolayer
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
of two-chlorin maquettes, then N=V ð1Þ ¼ N=V ð2Þ and we
can write the ratio of the dipole moments in the two
maquettes as:
EC ð1ÞEmol ð2Þ μ cos α
/
EC ð2ÞEmol ð1Þ
μd

ð3Þ

where μ is the transition dipole moment of a single chlorin,
α is the angle between μ and the field direction and μd is the
dipole moment of the chlorin dimer in the two-chlorin
maquette.
pﬃﬃﬃ
For a J-dimer (α < 54.7°), μd ¼ 2μ cos α (Fig. 5) hence:
EC ð1ÞEmol ð2Þ
1
 pﬃﬃﬃ
EC ð2ÞEmol ð1Þ
2

ð4Þ

The mean values of the coupling energies were 0.11 ± 0.01
eV and 0.27 ± 0.04 eV for the one- and two-chlorin maquettes;
combining these with the calculated exciton energies, we
obtain a value for the dipole ratio of 0.045 ± 0.11, significantly
diﬀerent from the value expected from eqn (3).
If instead the coupled chlorins are modelled as an H-dimer,
the dipole ratio is given by:
EC ð1ÞEmol ð2Þ
cos α
 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EC ð2ÞEmol ð1Þ
2 sin α

ð5Þ

For eqn (5) the dipole ratio approaches the experimental
value for α ∼ 58°, consistent with the formation of an H-dimer.
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Thus we conclude that in the two-chlorin maquette the LSPR
couples to a Qy dimer state.
At α ∼ 58°, close to the angle that separates H- and J-dimer
formation, conventional dipole coupling would yield a very
small coupling energy, consistent with the absence of evidence
for a dimer state in the solution phase absorption spectrum.
However, non-local couplings between emitters have been postulated in strong plasmon–exciton coupling,28,66 as a result of
ultra-fast exchange of energy between an array of dipoles and
the plasmon mode. Such interactions may explain the substantial blue shift observed here for the two-chlorin maquette.
The increased exciton energy in the two-chlorin maquette is
insuﬃcient on its own to explain the very large increase in the
coupling energy. However, H-dimer formation would be
expected to yield a substantial increase in the transition dipole
moment (we estimate by a factor of ca. 2). Thus coupling
between the chlorins in the strongly coupled system could
increase both μ and Emol in eqn (2), leading to the substantial
increase in EC observed in Fig. 3c.
It is important to note that the use of an H-dimer model
here may represent a significant over-simplification of what
may be a more complex coupling mechanism. Given that in
strong plasmon–exciton coupling the plasmon mode couples
to an array of emitters, it is indeed plausible that the observed
couplings involve chlorins in diﬀerent proteins. Undoubtedly
the geometry of the two-chlorin maquette – with two collinear
pigment molecules – has a decisive influence. But it may be an
over-simplification to assume that discrete H-dimers are
formed in the strongly coupled system. A full understanding of
the coupling modality requires further theoretical and experimental work, which is beyond the scope of the present study.
As a final control, chlorophyll a (Chl a) was extracted from
spinach and treated with glacial acetic acid to yield an ester
linker which was first hydrolysed to a carboxylic acid, and then
converted to an acyl chloride for attachment to a selfassembled monolayer of aminoundecanethiol (the second
stage of the process represented in Fig. 1b). The principal
absorption maximum of Chl a in the red region of the spectrum occurs at 1.86 eV (665 nm), close to that for BT6-SE3691.
Extinction spectra were acquired for an array of gold nanostructures after chlorophyll a had been attached, and then subsequently after cleaning the array in piranha solution and
attachment of BT6-SE3691. It is striking that the spectra
(Fig. 7a) are very similar. As expected, the splitting of the
plasmon band is very similar. These data further emphasize
the unexpected character of the behaviour of the two-chlorin
maquette BT6-SE3692, and lend further support to the hypothesis that the LSPR couples to a Qy dimer state in the twochlorin maquette.
The significance of this eﬀect is further illustrated in
Fig. 7b which shows mean coupling energies as a function of
the exciton energy for a selection of LHCs studied here and in
a previous paper.55 It is striking that in Fig. 7b, BT6-SE3692
stands apart from the chlorin-only complexes BT6-SE3691 and
blue LH1 (a mutant of LH1 from R. sphaeroides that contains
no carotenoids). Instead, it lies closer to the carotenoid-
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trates the capability that synthetic biology presents for exploring strong light–matter interactions, because of the way that
protein structures can be engineered to control the presentation of optically active molecules in 3D. This approach may
provide a template for a new kind of synthetic biological metamaterial, in which ab initio biomolecular design is used to
produce materials designed to exhibit specific optical
behaviour.

Conclusions

Fig. 7 (a) Extinction spectra for clean array of gold nanostructures
before (black) and after attachment of BT6-SE3691 (red) and chlorophyll
a (blue). (b) Plot of mean coupling energy EC as a function of the exciton
energy Emol for a variety of light-harvesting complexes and for chlorophyll a.

containing light-harvesting complexes, LH2 and LH1 ΔcrtC.
Although dimerization of the pigment molecules in BT6SE3692 increases the coupling energy, it is significant that
eqn (4) suggests that at an angle of orientation relative to the
field direction of 58° an H-dimer will have a transition dipole
moment ca. 2 times the value obtained for a single chlorin.
This large enhancement of the dipole moment probably
accounts for the large splitting energy and qualitatively very
diﬀerent extinction spectrum for BT6-SE3692 relative to those
for BT6-SE3691.
The fact that the solution-phase absorption spectra of these
two proteins are indistinguishable suggests that coupling of
the LSPR to the H-dimer state in BT6-SE3692 is specifically a
quantum optical phenomenon: for these small dipoles at a
separation of 2 nm, conventional dipole coupling does not
lead to suﬃciently eﬀective energy exchange for an H-dimer
state to be observed. However, in strong coupling, ultra-fast
energy exchange occurs via the plasmon mode and enables the
chlorins to couple to form an H-dimer. This illustrates the
potential of strong plasmon–exciton coupling to create new
types of optical phenomena. The fact that the coupling can be
manipulated by alteration of the protein structure (in particular the change from two to one chlorin binding sites) illus-
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Histidine-labelled tetrapeptide maquette light-harvesting complexes containing synthetic chlorins may be bound site-specifically to arrays of gold nanostructures functionalized with NTAterminated monolayers. A pronounced splitting of the
plasmon band is observed in extinction spectra of these
systems is consistent with an asymmetric Fano-type resonance.
These resonances are attributed to strong coupling between
the LSPR and excitons in the maquettes. The couplings are
eﬀectively modelled as coupled harmonic oscillators. The
coupling energy EC is found to be proportional to the square
root of the surface coverage, consistent with microscopic
theory of strong coupling. For maquettes containing only a
single chlorin, an exciton energy of 2.06 ± 0.07 eV is determined, close to the energy of the Qy transition and close to the
energies obtained for chlorophyll a and for bacterial LHCs
containing no carotenoids. The exciton energy was found to be
2.20 ± 0.01 eV for maquettes containing two chlorins, however,
intermediate between the energies of the Qx and Qy transitions. A peak corresponding to this energy is not seen in the
absorption spectrum of the maquettes. It is attributed to the
formation of a H-dimer as a result of fast coherent energy
exchange between the pigment molecules in the strongly
coupled regime. These data illustrate the potential that is
oﬀered by strong coupling in conjunction with synthetic
biology, by facilitating the design of hybrid materials in which
the arrangement of emitters within the plasmon mode volume
is organized precisely, enabling the creation of bespoke optical
states.
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